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By Lydianne Yap

Given the importance of China as a market for luxury goods, there is no shortage of reports from business
intelligence agencies charting the performance of luxury brands in the Middle Kingdom today. And as a country
with one of the highest Internet penetration rates a recent report released by the China Internet Network Information
Center (CNNIC) put the total number of residents going online at 802 million, or 57.7 percent of the population these
reports are naturally digital focused.

However, there is one key area that most of these reports are unable to offer a deep dive into: WeChat official
accounts.

With more than a billion monthly active users globally, WeChat is the main social media and mobile messaging
platform in China. But there remains a lack of publicly available data and statistics on the performance of luxury
brands on it, making the exercise of benchmarking and objectively evaluating one's WeChat Official Account
performance near impossible.

Which is why the freshly released WeChat Luxury Index by digital agency DLG (Digital Luxury Group) and marketing
automation specialist JINGdigital is  key to understanding the landscape.

Based on a study of more than 100 luxury brands with community sizes ranging from 10,000 to 1.5 million, the report
offers industry averages of key WeChat performance indicators. It throws the spotlight on three main areas: content,
followers' behavior and acquisition, and engagement.

More the merrier
Unlike its Western social media counterparts Facebook and Instagram, WeChat delivers brand articles straight into
the message inboxes of its  followers.

Depending on whether a brand opts for a service or subscription account on WeChat, different message sending
styles are used. The study focuses on service accounts as most brands, luxury or otherwise, tend to choose this
option.
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Under this model, brands can send up to four message pushes a month, with a maximum number of six articles
each time.

However, most luxury labels tend to opt to send only a single article with each push, citing a higher perceived open
rate for the articles.

The study debunks this belief and reveals that across the brands surveyed, pushing multiple articles at a go actually
generates a higher overall average open rate.

While the total open rate for single article posts is 12.8 percent, it is  almost 50 percent higher for multi-article posts at
18 percent.
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"Brands tend to get fixated on the engagement rate per article, instead of the average engagement rate across all the
articles in a multiple article push," said Pablo Mauron, partner and China managing director of DLG.

"Single article pushes naturally have high readership numbers because it is  the only piece of content available to
followers within that push," he said.

"But if you look at the cumulative readership of multiple articles within a push, it is  much higher, and brands should
take this into consideration, especially if they have a wealth of brand content available."

Not all about the money
As with any social media platform, your content is only as good as the fan base you manage to reach. Which is why
brands often spend top dollar on advertising to gain new followers and it is  no different on WeChat.

While the proportion of followers gained from such channels are significant, the WeChat Luxury Index shows that
the search function within the application actually accounts for more than 33 percent of the total recruitment,
surpassing that of Post Ads or Moment Ads, which are WeChat's advertising options.

The second top recruitment source is that of QR codes, which are often deployed by brands in offline scenarios to
drive traffic online. It accounts for 23 percent of total recruitment.
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"While this does not mean that brands should start vastly reducing their ad spend, it does mean that they should take
a closer look at their WeChat follower recruitment strategy," Mr. Mauron said.



"Clearly, more attention should be paid to search and QR codes," he said. "While WeChat now offers a way to
optimize the former with its Brand Zone, the latter requires much more commitment from the brand to fully
leverage."

Mr. Mauron explains that the key to driving QR code recruitment is in devising a coherent offline recruitment
process and consumer journey in brand boutiques.

The quality of the followers garnered through this channel would also be much better, as they clearly already have
an interest in the brand.

Menu, please
Gaining a new follower to one's WeChat official account is half the battle won the other half is  in engaging
effectively with this said follower.

The report reveals that the top engagement activity performed by followers is clicking on the menu button within the
brand's WeChat account.

This accounts for 62 percent of the actions executed, followed by that of messaging a customer care officer or
brand representative through the WeChat dialogue box (19 percent).
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Seeing as to how this is possibly a potential customer's first encounter with the brand in question, greater care
should be taken to develop menu features on WeChat, Mr. Mauron said.

"And this exercise is not about packing the menu with all sorts of information about the brand and its offerings, but
ensuring that the brand's key messages are properly showcased in the welcome journey," he said.

For luxury labels looking to better gauge their WeChat performance, the report offers plenty of other useful insights
and data.

But knowledge serves little purpose when paired with inaction. The onus is on brands to make use of this
information to refine their WeChat marketing strategies.

"Luxury brands should not think of WeChat as a channel exclusively used for marketing and communication
activities, but embrace it on various levels," Mr. Mauron said.

"Organizations need to change the way they approach it to fully experience the benefits of the platform," he said.
"More stakeholders should be involved in this process, from those handling marketing and communications to retail
and CRM, or even supply chain and virtual merchandising.

"Only brands that are ready to fundamentally challenge and transform their approaches to address changing
customer habits and incorporate new technologies are likely to thrive in the industry."
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